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48 Affirmations for Self-Care 
I am not lonely. I take pleasure in my own solitude. 
I love myself.  
I breathe deeply and can ground myself in the present. 
I anchor myself from my inner strength and light. 
I trust my inner wisdom and intuition. 
I breathe in calmness and breathe out fears. 
Wonderful things  are already in my life. 
I forgive myself for every mistake I have made. Those mistakes are in the past. 
I replace my judgment of others with understanding and compassion. 
I may not understand the good in this situation but there good resides in every circumstance. 
I have hope and courage in every event of life circumstance, even this one. 
I approve of myself. 
I kindly ask for help and guidance if I cannot see a better way. 
I know my research and knowledge will guide me to the right decision. 
I trust myself to evaluate the options and to make the best decision for me. 
I choose friends who approve of me and love me. 
I surround myself with people who treat me well. 
I take the time to show my friends and family that I care about them. 
I am doing work that I enjoy and find fulfilling. 
I do not settle for meaningless, boring, and frustrating work. 
I engage in work that impacts this world positively. 
I let go of all the false stories I make up in my head. 
I embrace the peace and quiet of the night. 
My thoughts are my reality so I think positive thoughts about each new day. 
I fill my day with hope and face it with joy. 
I seek a new way of thinking about this situation. 
I release every worry that  consumes my energy. 
I feel the love of those who are not physically around me.  
I attract  financial security and abundance. 
I am in complete charge of planning for my future. 
I trust in my own ability to provide well for my family. 
I show compassion in helping my loved ones understand my dreams. 
I accept everyone as they are and continue on with pursuing my dream. 
I am safe and sound. It is well with my soul. 
Everything works out for my highest good. 
There is a great reason for everything that is unfolding before me now. 
All my problems have a solution. 
The answer is right before me, even if I am not seeing it yet. 
I believe in my ability to unlock mental blocks, solve complex problems,  and set myself free. 
I give up the habit to criticize myself. 
I adopt the mindset to praise myself. 
Giving up is easy and always an option so I will  delay it for another day. 
I press on because I believe in my path and the journey. 
It is always too early to give up on my goals. 
The past has no power over me anymore. 
I embrace the rhythm and the flowing of my own heart. 
All that I need comes to me at the right time and place in this life. 
I am deeply fulfilled with who I am. 
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If you truly love Nature, you will find beauty everywhere. 
 ~ Vincent Van Gogh 

Inspiration
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